InCasa Smart Senior Living

Type of organization
AI, Bid data application/ digital health solution supplier

Headquarters (country)
Spain

Maturity Level
In the market

Organization description
We are a startup company with 8 professionals, founded in 2020. A joint venture with Nice/Fibaro, the EU leading IoT manufacturer. InCasa itself has HQ in Barcelona, Spain.

Solution/service description
InCasa is the first Smart Home solution created for Seniors and for people with special needs. InCasa uses IoT and AI to transform their homes into intelligent environments following a Home Care protocol called ERAS (Emergency, Risks, Activity, Status) also developed by InCasa.

We are primarily orientated to a B2B business model, but our B2C capabilities are also strong and may be of strategic value.

Features/product description
InCasa Home Kit: this is an array of sensors and a Home Center, where the AI code runs. It is completely wireless, utilizing the ZWave IoT standard. It can be installed in any home without special skills. InCasa Smartphone application: for users, but especially for their families and caregivers, it receives all the alerts and information from the user´s home. It can also be used to execute actions on the home such as turning on and off electrical devices. InCasa Monitoring Web App: for (optional) Senior Care services. It is a business opportunity for existing and new telecare or home care enterprises.
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